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Russian Gift for Claude Shannon and for Whole Coding 

Theory 
 

The digital information world celebrated a very "human" anniversary: in 

2018, 70 years have passed since the release of the great article "Mathematical 

theory of communication" by the outstanding scientist of our time Claude 

Shannon, from which the main branch of information theory - theory of error-

correcting coding - has appeared. This theory has proved to determine the fate of 

the entire global digital community — it is thanks to it that we are able to maintain 

the integrity, accuracy and "purity" of the digital information that we transmit and 

store. True, at first, mathematicians were treated to this theory very cold. 

The great importance of this Shannon's publication for communication 

technology, as we now understand, is that he introduced the concept of the 

communication channel capacity, depending on the distortion levels of the signal, 

which limited the possibility of correcting errors in messages transmitted, for 

example, at Space or satellite lines, where noise is particularly noticeable when 

sending digital streams. So, if the proportion of errors in digital music that we have 

transmitted from Earth to the Moon is small enough, then it is very likely that all 

errors at the receiving end can be corrected. And it is very important that Shannon 

pointed out how in a noisy digital channel that creates errors, it is necessary to 

form correctly a system of signals, but not to increase the power of the transmitter, 

than very puzzled engineers of his time, worked then with analog methods of 

communications. However, at first it was only a theorem of existence, which did 

not explain how to implement technically the specified possibility of error-free 

transmission of digital information. 



  

But these methods of data transmission and storage quickly became so 

important that literally hundreds of thousands of researchers in the following years 

had to solve the problems of creating specific simple decoding algorithms – 

detecting and correcting errors in digital streams, which became absolutely 

necessary to ensure the necessary safety and reliability of discrete data. At first, 

they were ineffective or too difficult to implement in the real hardware. The 

complexity N of the decoders as a number of operations now is typically evaluated 

using the code length n, employed for transmission and the subsequent data 

correction. In many cases, the complexity is proportional to N~n2 or even N~n*log 

n. However, since the effective codes must be very long, even this level of 

complexity N is excessive. It is necessary to create even more simple but effective 

decoding algorithms. 

In Russia decoding problems are solved by many specialists. But in the 

Space Research Institute (SRI RAS) and in the Ryazan radio University (RSREU) 

had been formed and jointly develops completely new and a very successful 

direction of creating a particularly simple and effective decoders, called the 

multithreshold (MTD). They operate directly near the Shannon's bound, that is, 

near the communication channel capacity, which significantly increases the 

efficiency of very expensive digital communication networks for the Space, remote 

sensing of the Earth and any other large-scale telecommunications systems. 

Feature of made in SRI RAS and Ryazan University researches, which 

became a new Optimization Theory (OT) of error-correcting coding, is that early 

for the creation of the best, most probable decoder decision it was necessary to 

iterate over all exponentially growing with the length n of the message decision 

set. This was well done by optimal decoders (OD) such as the Viterbi algorithm 

(VA), but only for short codes. In accordance with a new approach to the creation 

of decoders, the number of viewed decisions variant for the message is 

proportional only to its length, so the decoding complexity becomes to be linear: 

N~n. This minimum allowed by the theory, in fact, was achieved in the 

developments of the scientific school of Optimization Theory (OT). At the same 



  

time, multithreshold decoders (MTD) created by our scientists almost always find 

the best decision that was previously provided only by the Viterbi algorithm (VA). 

This was the main result of the Russian scientific school of Optimization Theory, 

which created simple methods of error correction in received messages based on 

MTD algorithms. In fact, all the extremely original and simply unexpected 

methods of Optimization Theory, which the scientific school of this direction calls 

the new "quantum mechanics" in the information theory, are based on the 

properties of the MTD algorithms to start their error correction from any suitable 

state of the decoder, that is, from the starting decision about the received message, 

and then consistently search for more and more plausible MTD decisions, which 

are stored in the decoder until an even better intermediate decision about the 

received message would be found. So you can find the optimal decision, the closest 

to the received message, which previously they had to use a full search among 

valid messages. 

A very visual cartoon showing the work of such a completely unexpected 

algorithm is presented on the resource www.mtdbest.ru at the main page "About 

the method". For example, from the site www.mtdbest.ru, you can download the 

user guide (pdf-format) for this demo program, though it is a very simple on 

control and absolutely clear for each specialist familiar with the theory and 

methods of noiseproof coding. It is easy to run on any computer with Windows. 

On its screen you will get a picture of the work of a unique simple MTD block 

binary code, shown in Fig. 1. It is so named because the controlled code characters 

in the middle information register many times pass through the simplest decision 

threshold element, which consistently strictly improves the received message, 

continuously reducing the proportion of remaining binary errors in squares marked 

in red. The cartoon shows a quick convergence of the decoder decisions to the 

optimum decoder (OD) result after some iterations for the extremely large noise 

level for code length n=2000 bits. In the film, the "Current distance" line on the 

right side of screen continuously shows independent measurements the distances of 

the MTD decoder decisions to the received message, which in the process of the 



  

algorithm working, according to the basics of our Optimization Theory of noise-

resistant coding, always only strictly diminish. MTD decoder in the cartoon, as you 

can see, reaches the OD decision, in our case, error-free, for a very high noise 

level. This is how all our methods work successfully and absolutely clearly.  

 
Fig. 1 

In the 1970s, this was the greatest revolution in coding theory. For no other 

methods reliability of extremely simple MTD algorithms is available. The reason 

for this is that part of the created digital scientific and technical revolution — is a 

theory of error propagation (EP), which allowed to find for MTD completely new 

special previously unknown codes that provided the best decoding reliability, if 

this algorithm was used. Unfortunately, our methods, despite the large number of 

publications and monographs in English, are still little known abroad. Meanwhile, 

our school of Optimization Theory (OT) is the absolute leader in this field of 

information theory. 

All created in SRI RAS and RSREU decoders are continuously improved. 

The first author's certificates for them were received in 1972. And the total number 



  

of patents for algorithms, created by the scientific school OT during ~50 years, is 

approaching forty, and we are preparing new orders for decoding methods.  

More over, we have patented a special block version of the most famous 

error correction method of the last century - Viterbi algorithm for convolution 

codes. Such a block Viterbi algorithm (BVA) for one of the NASA standards 

turned out to be ~16 thousand times simpler than a similar algorithm presented by 

the theorists of another coding school. 

The Optimization Theory has turned the whole applied coding theory 

protecting the integrity of information resources of our digital civilization into a 

typical high-tech technology of designing digital communication systems with the 

active usage of well-known mathematical procedures for searching the global 

extremum of functional at all stages of designing coding systems. So the classical 

algebraic theory — the youth of coding theory — has already completely 

transferred the palm to the new "quantum mechanics" of the information theory, 

our Optimization Theory, which became part of the general optimization theories 

for search global extremum of functionals. In all main classical channels 

considered in the coding theory, MTD algorithms have no competitors in reliability 

at high noise level among the methods with comparable complexity. 

Of course, our researches all these years participate in the global competition 

of decoding algorithms, the diversity of which is constantly increasing, 

unfortunately, often without any improvement in efficiency or reducing the 

complexity of the implementation. Many of our reviews on decoding algorithms 

can be found on websites www.mtdbest.ru, www.mtdbest.iki.rssi.ru and in 

leading journals on digital communication systems in Russia. 

Common causes is definitely a huge advantages of methods of the 

Optimization Theory, we believe, is the minimum complexity N, for a long time 

already proportional just to the code length: N~ n, high uniformity of structure and 

the extreme simplicity of the algorithms proved the maximum possible hardware 

speed, and almost always get the most plausible, that is, the optimal decisions for 



  

search which previously required to complete the total searching procedures, e.g. 

Viterbi algorithm whose complexity is exponential function of n.  

It is also very important that all the algorithms created in OT always work 

with the fixed-point arithmetic, i.e. operate only with small integers. In fact, all 

other known algorithms perform calculations with real numbers. This creates 

additional great advantages for decoders developed in the OT, both for hardware 

and software implementation. 

And the decisive role in the primacy of OT technologies plays the active 

synergetic interaction of the original theory and full-scale fine software modeling 

of MTD algorithms, which cannot yet boast of any scientific school on coding in 

our country and, judging by the current results, abroad. But we always use this 

style of work since it has been introduced among the supporters of the OT else near 

1975. It is a pity that the slogan "Programming - is the second literacy" has not 

been perceived as relevant for a long time, including among scientists. 

Fig. 2 shows the chip of the MTD decoder model on the ALTERA FPGA 

created in the SRI RAS at a decoding speed more than 1 Gbit/s. For any other 

competing algorithms, this is absolutely unattainable. But also the software 

variants of MTD for ordinary PC even with a large noise level of the simulated 

communication channels demonstrate speeds up to 5÷30 Mbit/s. It is in the tens 

and hundreds of times more than the performance of methods for potential 

competitors. It allows, in many cases, even for the fast channels not to design new 

chips, and to use simple software algorithms of error correction on the basis of OT 

and MTD. 



  

 
Fig. 2 

The most important problems of ensuring high reliability of "digits" solved 

by us are considered in our new monograph "Coding Theory as a Problem Global 

Extremum Search" (in Russian now) under scientific editorship of academician 

RAS N.A. Kuznetsov. At the web-sites www.mtdbest.ru and 

www.mtdbest.iki.rssi.ru you can find our other books, including published by the 

International telecommunication Union (ITU/ITU) the English-language collective 

monograph under the editorship of academician RAS V.K. Levin.  

Works on Optimization Theory and patents for MTD received the Russian 

Government prize for science and technology, the Gold medal of the European 

Union (EU) "For exceptional achievements" for extremely high results in science 

and the Gold medal of the International salon of inventions "Archimedes". 

Our apparently the world's largest bilingual network portals on the theory 

and application of error-correcting coding, containing more than 600 blocks of 

data, are viewed annually by more than 100 thousand specialists from more than 



  

90 countries. The various software platforms located on the first of them allow 

visitors of our portals to rewrite them to themselves and then, according to simple 

instructions, immediately move to full-fledged research on the subject of OT and 

MTD, varying dozens of parameters in different code systems. Fig. 3 presents data 

on our portals attendance, from which readers annually rewrite up to 20 GB of 

references, educational and scientific-methodical information. Thus, the 

international scientific and technical community actively uses the methods of 

Optimization Theory in its current work. Abroad they began defending theses on 

OT and MTD algorithms, and our school already receives foreign patents on its 

subject. 

 
Fig. 3 

The exceptional perfection of our OT is also emphasized by the fact that it is 

extremely compact in all its applications. The correct functional distribution of the 

load between the analytical results and the software algorithms properties not 

expressible analytically, allows us to set goals according to the characteristics of 



  

the designed algorithms and to seek the necessary technical decisions with minimal 

assessment studies, but making wide a variety of quick software experimentation. 

Figuratively compactness OT may be estimated as "reduced by two-three decimal 

orders of size" classical theory. And since OT very naturally consider all of its 

algorithms by reducing the distance to the received from the channel vector, that in 

most cases is simply a reduction in the weight of the syndrome with a small 

changes in the information part of the message, then the training of students and 

specialists in the basics of OT technology is very simple and understandable. 

These general considerations are manifested when comparing publications 

on OT and about other algorithms so that very often other methods are described 

and evaluated using 30÷100 formulas and else use references to 3÷15 other 

publications, which according to the known hard laws of statistics does not allow 

to trust deeply in such estimates. At the same time, for OT algorithms with very 

limited size of the required computational data usually sufficiently detailed 

information is presented about the experimental results, confirming the basic 

estimates. Moreover, if some other algorithm has not been tested experimentally, 

which, unfortunately, is a typical result of such publications, then always and 

without any exceptions MTD decoders characteristics or other OT algorithms are 

always more advantageous in terms of error probabilities and ease of 

implementation. It is worth noting that for many code clusters (typical parameters 

sets of code, decoders and channels) are still known by strict criteria reliability-

noise immunity-complexity(!) only the OT algorithms characteristics. 

Many our colleges agree with us that the value of Optimization Theory and 

MTD methods is now much higher than the role of new ideas of quantum 

mechanics, which was created a hundred years ago by the efforts of a large number 

of great physicists. However, in the early years of the twentieth century physics 

was not the most relevant science for mankind. However, its new postulates were 

highly appreciated by the international scientific community, and the founders of 

quantum mechanics deservedly became Nobel laureates.  



  

Our Optimization Theory was created just at the time of rapid beginning the 

formation of the digital information community, when ensuring high reliability of 

digital data is one of the most urgent problems of science and technology, which 

also proved to be very difficult for the current level of information theory. The 

science in this very difficult for study branch of knowledge went down a blind 

alley. It is just these circumstances that determine the really exceptionally 

outstanding role of our very timely fundamental and highly technological theory, 

as well as its all applied achievements.  

The totality of the results achieved by us in the applied Optimization Theory 

presented in the book "Coding Theory as the Task of Searching a Global 

Extremum" and in our other monographs, allows us to congratulate the science of 

Russia with a complete solution in 2018, the anniversary year of the most 

important problem of the entire digital world of the planet Earth — the successful 

creation extremely simple technologies to ensure high reliability of digital 

information, including systems with high noise levels, up to the nearest vicinity of 

absolutely elastic and therefore never achievable (as well as the speed of light for 

material bodies!) Shannon's boundaries for all classical digital information 

channels. 

So many experts will be very surprised when they learn that the classical 

theory of coding is successfully completed. Instead of difficult and vast problems 

of this theory now we just need to use a considerable variety of technologies for 

design, debug and tuning MTD algorithms and other similar techniques. But this is 

always the case with the successful completion of really important science-

intensive projects. 

As academician of the RAS N.A. Kuznetsov wrote about the successful 

results of the study and solution of the scientific school Optimization Theory the 

Shannon's problem, "it is gratifying to find its solution in this anniversary year in 

the monograph of the Russian scientist." We are deeply grateful to Nikolai 

Alexandrovich for his appreciation of the work we have done in the field of 



  

modern Optimization Theory of error-correcting coding and its most important 

application problems. 

 

On behalf of supporters  

scientific school of Optimization Theory 

Valery Zolotarev 

 

P.S.  

  

You can copy to your computer our anniversary monograph in a special 

revised form in English. It's called "Coding Theory as a Simple Optimal Decoding 

near Shannon's Bound".  

It is freely available: https://mtdbest.ru/articles/mtd_book_2019.pdf .  

 

Best wishes! 


